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follow the steps to continue: note that you will need to provide the device manager with a unique
product id number for your w720. use the driver uninstaller to remove the existing driver for your

w720. use the windows driver updater to search for a compatible driver. the results are displayed in
the list. select the desired driver version and click to install it. continue with the installation of the
updated driver. after the installation completes, you are ready to use the w720 headset in your pc.

please note that not all drivers on this list are valid for every model of savi w720 device. we have also
attempted to display as many valid device identifiers in the results, however, the list is simply not all-
inclusive. in most cases, you can find a plantronics savi 700 w720 driver by selecting a search engine
and searching for savi 700 w720. once you find your manufacturer, select the correct device from the
list and click the download button to download the required driver. as with all driver downloads on our

site, you can be assured that you are downloading a 100% free, safe driver. in our experience, the
plantronics gamecom 780 microphone is unrivalled in its ability to capture every tiny whisper, every

cracking whip and every person's voice in a crowded arena. the gamecom's quality is simply
wonderful. it's a high-end smartphone-quality microphone that connects directly to your computer's

usb port and has no on/off button or any buttons at all, but plantronics has made its best effort in
making sure that anyone who buys this headset can use its simple-to-manage controls. in fact, the

gamecom is the only pair of usb headsets that we tested that has no user-accessible buttons at all. the
gamecom 780 has a built-in volume control with high-sensitivity stereo mic and two memory slots for

charging your smartphone and portable audio devices. the pair's slim and lightweight canister is about
the size of a typical cellphone.
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